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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents our current work on integrating three key components aiming at significantly increas-
ing manipulation performance: namely, trajectory planning, whole-body sensor-based reactive control, and 
dynamic control into a newly developed modular, robot-independent and easily-reconfigurable software 
framework which allows reusing components to describe a variety of complex manipulation behaviours. 

INTRODUCTION 

 A historical overview of the dexterous robotic manipulation problem will promptly show that the re-
quired control components had been long ago identified: high-level task planning for defining the subtasks to 
perform; contact, phases, and events detection basically by incorporating multiple sensor modalities, and 
low-level dynamic controllers which execute the required actions [1]. Recent developments in dexterous ro-
botic systems ([2], [3], [4], [5]) show impressive capabilities, mostly by excelling at one or two of the previ-
ously mentioned key components. However, we believe that the next significant leap in dexterous manipula-
tion will emerge by endowing a complex robot with a  flexible software framework which coherently inte-
grates all those individual crucial components. Moreover, the software framework needs to allow reusing 
components to create new behaviours and to transfer those behaviours to robots of different morphology or 
hardware. 

The project BesMan (“Behaviors for Mobile Manipulation”) [6] is a joint project of the the Robotics In-
novation Center of the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) and the Robotics Research 
Group of the University of Bremen (UoB) funded by the German Space Agency (DLR) with federal funds of 
the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology. The goal of the project is the development of 
generic dexterous manipulation strategies which are independent of a specific robot morphology and suited 
both for one and two-arm robotics systems. Furthermore, novel, situation-specific behavior shall be learned 
by means of a learning platform [7]. The development of dexterous manipulation procedures is mainly the 
responsibility of the DFKI while the UoB develops the learning platform. In this paper, we focus mainly on 
reporting the status of first part: the manipulation control strategies. 

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 

As shown in neuroscience studies, human manipulative skills are not the result of high powerful actuation 
systems or fast sensorimotor loops. On the contrary, the key lies on the task organization, involving sequenc-
es of organized action plans at various levels of complexity [8]. In that sense, manipulation is considered a 
succession of phases bound by events which simultaneously act as "borders" between those phases or sub-
tasks. Thus, we can see dexterous manipulation as an event-based action sequence. In essence, the brain 
forms action plans in terms of a sequence of subtasks but it is the sensory system the one in charge of certify-
ing that the expected sensory events are occurring, that is, that the subtask goals are being achieved. 

Taking the previous ideas into practice, we see that event-based task planning is one of the key features of 
task control in humans. Similarly, the recognition of those events is of importance to create the transitions 



between manipulation phases as well as serving as monitoring / supervision of the task at hand. In this area, 
DFKI have been developing the software toolchain ROCK [9], which is a software framework for the devel-
opment of robotic systems. The underlying component model is based on the Orocos RTT (Real Time 
Toolkit). ROCK provides all the tools required to set up and run high-performance and reliable robotic sys-
tems for wide variety of applications. It includes the plan manager Roby, which is an event-based plan man-
agement tool offering a seamless integration of planning and plan execution activities. Basically, Roby inte-
grates plan generation, plan analysis, and plan adaptation within a coherent framework [10]. 

Within the project BesMan, the (minimum) required components for such a generic robot software 
framework for robotic manipulation have been identified and are shown in Figure 1. The Figure highlights 
schematically the main software modules running inside the robot, which additionally has connections to 
both the 'Learning Platform' (mostly offline, running outside the robot) [7] and the ‘Action Plan' in order to 
receive a sequence of subtasks. Both components are outside the scope of this paper as their information is 
assumed to be received by the robot externally. However, we will see in the next section how to read and 
parse the information coming out of the action plan to create a time sequence of robot actions which gener-
ates the desired complex manipulation behaviour. 

 

Figure 1. Main components of the robot software architecture 

In essence, the role of the main components is: 

 Motion Planning. This component is responsible for trajectory generation in the Operational Space.  It 
will take into account kinematic constrains in a first phase, which later on will be extended to included 
dynamic constraints. Moreover, this component must take into account obstacles and be able to respond 
in real-time to changes on the environment.  

 Dynamic Control. This component is in charge of the dynamic control. It uses robot dynamic models to 
control the robot and achieve the task. 



 
 

 

 Multi-sensor whole-body reactive-based control. This component is in charge of the whole-body reactive 
control. It uses the available degrees of freedom of the robot to regulate the main task, posture, and ex-
ternal forces/torques in order to comply with the main task and its associated constraints (joint limits, ob-
ject orientation constraints, postures, etc …) and to optimally resolve the redundancy problem at run-
time. In essence, this component deals with sensor-driven corrections and control of ongoing tasks. On 
the one hand, the component can be used to allow sensor-driven behaviours as visual servoing (use of 
camera information to directly drive the arm). On the other hand, its major focus is on making use of all 
the degrees of freedom of the robot in the most optimal way. 

 Context Generation. This component provides information about the context in which the robot is locat-
ed and any information which can be used to recognize the location and situation of the objects which 
are relevant for the task to be fulfilled. However, this component is not on the focus of the architecture 
(and the project) and will be solved by available methods to provide the robot with all required context 
information. 

 Behaviour Template Pool. A behavior can be regarded as any action of an organism that changes its rela-
tionship to its environment. On the other side, a skill is a learned ability of an organism or artificial sys-
tem. Skills can only be learned by behavior, but a skill is not the learned behavior but a template for an 
adapted production of a feasible behavior for situations that are to some degree similar to those in which 
it was learned. For those reasons, the robot architecture stores behavior templates in a common pool, to 
be instantiated and re-used when required, according to the current context information. 

Action Plan 

As previously mentioned, the second message we learn from neuroscience studies is the concept of sequence 
of actions plans which are used to create more complex actions [8]. We embrace this concept in our project 
BesMan and define an ,Action Plan' as a sequence of subtasks which need to be followed in order to accom-
plish a certain complex  task (for instance, building a specific infrastructure on the Moon). Thus, the subtasks 
of the ,Action Plan' can be mapped to behaviour templates available on the robotic system. The mapping be-
tween those subtasks and behaviour templates would be pre-defined. Those behaviour templates are learned 
with respect to certain tasks and in certain situations. However, templates are to some degree adaptive and 
will adapt to a certain situation when executed. The behaviour instantiation will map a certain behaviour 
template for a given context to the appropriate motion plan. Finally, those behaviour templates will be avail-
able in a so-called Behavior Pool for its use when required.  

In order to fulfill such a generality, a software framework has been developed to describe and control robot 
manipulation behaviors [11]. To keep independence from particular robot hardware and an explicit statement 
of areas of application, an embedded domain specific language (eDSL) in the host language Ruby is used to 
describe the particular robot and a controller network that drives the robot. Thus, we make use of a) a com-
ponent-based software framework, b) model-based algorithms for motion- and sensor processing representa-
tions, c) an abstract model of the control system, and d) a plan management software to describe a sequence 
of software component networks that generate the desired robot behavior.  Using component-based software 
architectures, the robot’s behavior is created by the interconnection of the individual running software com-
ponents; the resulting behavior is defined by the component network’s topology and the configuration of the 
components. On the one side, re-using software components can save a lot of time, but of special interest is 
the ability to describe manipulation behavior only once and being able to transfer this behaviour between 
robots of different morphology and/or hardware. 

The process of deploying the proposed framework is outlined in Fig. 2. It is divided into three steps. In the 
first step (Model), a set of models is created, basically algorithm-specific models for motion representation 
and object detection. In the second step (Combine), and by using the eDSL language, these elements are au-
tomatically related to each other to build compounds of motion models, virtual control systems, sensor pro-
cessing models and sensors. These compounds implicitly describe the software component network that gen-
erates the desired robot behavior. On the base of these two steps, a broad range of different system behaviors 
can be described. For a practical application, coordination of these different behaviors over a longer time 



scale is required. This coordination is described in the third step called Concatenate. Here component net-
work descriptions are arranged chronologically. 

As previously mentioned, the development is supported by an embedded domain specific language (eDSL). 
The available commands of this language are used to describe a multi-level controller network. At each level, 
subsystems of the robot are defined and added to a virtual control system.  A robotic system is herewith treat-
ed abstractly as a composition of several subsystems (multiple arms, head, torso, mobile base, etc …).  In 
order to allow the transfer from robot behavior descriptions from one robot to another, the data processing 
chain is further divided into three independent and isolate areas: a sensor processing pipeline extracting con-
textual information from a sensor, a motion plan which describes the motion to achieve a certain task, and the 
robot control commands coming from a network of control components and which will translated into specif-
ic commands for the specific robot.  

 

 

Figure 2. Workflow to create a specific robot behaviour 

 

Dynamic Control 

Many methods to compute the dynamics of a robotic system are based on the availability of the dynamic pa-
rameters. In a real case, however, in most cases only imprecise CAD data is available. For that reason, many 
methods for experimental identification of the dynamic parameters of a robot can be found. However, usually 
for a small number of joints which are configured in a serial kinematic chain. Our starting point is though a 
robotic system which might include several arms, a torso, and possibly a mobile base. That is, a significant 
number of joints and several kinematic chains. For that reason, in this area we developed methods to obtain 
dynamic models from experimental identification by generating appropriate identification experiments and 
parameter estimation from the measurements. Furthermore, the methods were expanded to be used on tree-
like kinematic structures as for example a dual-arm robot. 

A software library was developed which builds first a parametrized dynamic model by using the known robot 
geometry (see Fig. 3). The next component of the library contains methods for experimental identification of 
those unknown  dynamic parameters. This includes a library to generate identification trajectories (taking 
into account joint limits, maximum velocities and accelerations, for instance) and a component for the esti-
mation of the parameters from the experimental measurements. 



 
 

 

 

Figure 3. Software library for identifying the parameters of the robot dynamics model 

Once the model is available, the dynamic controller can be implemented (see Fig. 4). The current status of 
our implementation is divided in a local joint control and a central controller of the whole system (the arm or 
arms).  However, different modes can be selected depending on which computations are done locally or cen-
trally: (1) only local feedback control of position and velocity, in this case, only using a part of the dynamic 
model for compensating locally for the actuator friction (if desired), (2) local limited feedback control and 
feedforward control (centrally computed) of the required torques by using the dynamic model, (3) a complete 
central, model-based dynamic control, locally only having a motor current controller and (4) a complete dis-
tributed model-based control in which each joint computes a part of the dynamic model by taking advantage 
of the recursive Newton-Euler equations and sends its contribution to its adjacent joint. In this case, nothing 
is computed centrally. 

 

.  

 

Figure 4. (left) Model-based dynamic control, (right) 6-DOF robot COMPI is shown together with the use of 
the recursive nature of the Newton-Euler method for computing the dynamics of the robot in a distributed 

manner 

Trajectory Planning 

Various approaches have been suggested for solving a motion planning problem. Artificial potential fields, 
search based planning, optimization based planning, combinatorial planning and sample based planning are 
examples of these approaches. Sample based planners are very potent in solving motion planning problems 



even in high-dimensional spaces. As a disadvantage, the solution usually comes with redundant movements 
and the executed trajectory on robot looks unnatural. Therefore post processing steps (such path smoothing 
and optimization) are needed. We have implemented our sample based motion planning library based on 
OMPL [12] and in a similar fashion as MoveIt! [13] for the main pipeline. Additionally, we have included 
some functionality for dual-arm operations with Cartesian constraints, self-filtering and the possibility to plan 
in dynamic environments via replanning.  

The main algorithm for planning under Cartesian constraints is based on RRT. Our planner draws random 
samples in joint space. If any constraints have been set, the planner changes the sampling space from joint 
space to Cartesian space and plans for the object which is being manipulated. In fact, the drawn sample rep-
resents the object position. The upper and lower bounds of sampling space are determined by the imposed 
constraint.  

The imposed Cartesian constraints are expressed similar to the “task space regions” from CBiRRT [14]. After 
finding the end-effector pose from object pose and grasping pose, we search for inverse kinematic solution. If 
a solution is found, the joint values are within the joint limits, and robot state is not in collision, the solution  
will be added to the RRT. 

Whole-body reactive control 

Whole Body Control (WBC) is an emerging robot control method, which allows to specify and control com-
plex reactive robot motions. Frameworks like iTaSC [15] use geometric constraints to define multi-objective 
interaction tasks. In the context of the BesMan project we apply a constraint-based Whole Body Control 
scheme for executing reactive robot motions, incorporating the physical constraints of a system, integrating 
multiple, disparate sensor-based controllers and optimally utilizing the redundant degrees of freedom in com-
plex systems, like e.g. AILA [16]. In particular we integrated a constraint-based, multi-objective robot con-
troller similar to [15] in our Rock framework (see figure 5) and provided the infrastructure to execute action 
plans based on motion constraints, as well as change the constraints online. All the active motion constraints 
and their parametrizations compose a subtask in our action plan that is executed by the robot.  

In BesMan, we applied our whole body control approach to multiple robotic systems and in different tasks, 
for example dual arm manipulation (see Figure 6 and Video [17]).  

 



 
 

 

Figure 5. Integration of a whole-body reactive control framework in Rock. We distinguish between a collec-
tion of generic, robot independent controllers (control library) and the actual WBC. Similar as in [15], each 
controller feeds a constraint in WBC. Each constraint can be parametrized by its priority and task weights.  

 

Figure 6. AILA turning a handwheel and making use, among others, of the whole-body control component 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented ongoing work towards creating a software architecture centered on the concept of reus-
ing software components to create different robot behaviours. The robot architecture foresees a behaviour 
template pool which stores templates to be instantiated with the current contextual information to create a 
certain robot behavior. Furthermore, the architecture integrates and makes use of three key main components 
for a flexible and reliable robot manipulator under uncertain or dynamic environments: a whole-body reactive 
control module, a (dynamic) trajectory planning and the use of the robot dynamics within the low-level con-
trol.  
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